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It is shown that quadrupolar interactions play a determinant role

in the melting temperatures of common water models and that

there is a simple relationship between the strength of the

quadrupolar forces and the position of the negative charge; our

conclusion is that acceptable predictions for the melting tem-

perature can only be obtained when the negatively charged site is

shifted from the oxygen atom towards the hydrogens.

Rigid models have enjoyed considerable success in the

investigation of water properties. Their simplicity enables their

use in the investigation of new water properties. In recent years

there has been a growing interest (experimental and theore-

tical) in the study of condensed phases of water.1–7 In parti-

cular, the thermodynamic stability of the different ice

polymorphs has been determined8 for the first time for two

rigid water models: SPC/E9 and TIP4P.10 Unexpectedly, the

results showed very different predictive ability for the two

models exhibiting similar liquid properties. The predictions for

TIP4P were quite satisfactory while the results yielded by SPC/

E were significantly worse. The responsibility of the failure of

SPC/E was soon attributed to the placement of the negative

charge at the oxygen position.8 However a deeper investiga-

tion of the question is important as SPC/E is still one of the

most commonly used water models. In this communication,

we will study the variation of the hexagonal ice (Ih) melting

temperature for these and other successful rigid water models.

In particular we intend to relate it to changes in the dipole and

quadrupole moments of the models.

In this work we deal with rigid models carrying a Lennard-

Jones (LJ) center (at the oxygen atom) and three charged sites.

These types of model are the most widely used in computer

simulations of liquid water so they have also been the first

models investigated in the solid state. Thus, the ice Ih melting

temperature (Tm) of three-charge models is now known with

relative accuracy.11 Besides, these models share many geo-

metric features so that (as will be shown later) simple expres-

sions may be written for the dipole and quadrupole moments.

This will enable an analysis of the relative importance of these

interactions in determining the melting temperature. The set of

models investigated include well known water models (such as

SPC/E, TIP4P, SPC12 and TIP3P10) and also other promising

models recently proposed (namely, TIP4P-Ew,13 TIP4P/Ice,14

and TIP4P/200515). Formally, these models have the same

functionality even when they are usually denoted as three-site

(SPC, SPC/E, and TIP3P) or four-site models (TIP4P-like).

The distinction vanishes when one considers that the negative

charge is placed at a site M located at a distance dOM from the

oxygen atom. When dOM = 0 the LJ center collapses into the

negative site and a three-site model is obtained.

For the models considered in this work, it is trivial to show

that the dipole moment is given by

m ¼ 2qHðdOH cosy� dOMÞ; ð1Þ

where qH is the hydrogen charge, dOH the bond length, and 2y
the bond angle. Fig. 1 shows the ice Ih melting temperatures as

a function of the dipole moment m of the models. The results

for the Tm seem almost uncorrelated with the dipole moment.

But this should be taken with some caution as the dipole

moment of these models is very similar, around 2.3 D, despite

their difference in dOM. Anyway, the noticeable constancy of

the dipole moments of successful water models indicates that

this model property is almost unequivocally determined by the

properties used to fit the model parameters (the use of the

vaporization enthalpy as a target fitting property is probably

related to this fact). Despite that the results for SPC and SPC/

E may indicate some dependence of Tm on m, it is clear from
Fig. 1 that other parameters are more determinant of the final

value for Tm. In particular, notice that the results of Fig. 1 are

more or less grouped according to the molecular geometry:

three site models (with dOM = 0) yield very low melting

Fig. 1 Melting temperature of ice Ih at 0.1 MPa for three-charge

models as a function of m. The experimental result is depicted at the

gas phase value for m.
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temperatures while TIP4P-like models (with dOM 4 0.1) are

closer to experiment.

Let us analyse the dependence of Tm on the next term in the

multipole expansion of the electrostatic energy, the quadru-

pole tensor. The magnitude of the components of this tensor

are dependent on the system coordinates. Given the symmetry

of the water molecule it seems natural to choose the line

bisecting the HOH angle as the Z axis. Another natural

decision is to make a second axis coplanar with the molecular

plane so it would be parallel to the line joining the hydrogens.

Let us denote it as the X-axis. Consequently, the Y-axis would

be normal to the molecular plane. At this point, the origin of

coordinates is still undefined. For this choice of molecular axes

the off-diagonal components are null and the xx and yy

components carry different signs so that Qzz is quite small

(the quadrupole tensor is traceless). Then, a significant mea-

sure of strength of the quadrupolar interactions is16–18

QT ¼ ðQxx �QyyÞ=2; ð2Þ

which may be written in terms of the molecular parameters as

QT ¼ ð3=2ÞqHd2
OH sin2y: ð3Þ

Notice thatQT does not depend on the position of the negative

charge. Besides, even though the particular values of Qxx, Qyy,

and Qzz depend on the origin of coordinates, QT does not.

Moreover, for a certain choice of the origin,Qxx =�Qyy, and,

thus, Qzz = 0. The distance from the oxygen atom to this

‘‘natural’’ origin of coordinates is

dorigin ¼
dOH cosyþ dOM

2
� d2

OH sin2y
4ðdOH cosy� dOMÞ

ð4Þ

In this way, for three-charge water models, the quadrupolar

interactions are proportional to a single quantity, QT. Thus, we

may unambiguously plot Tm in terms of a single scalar

quantity (QT) representing the ‘‘quadrupole moment’’ much

in the same way as we depicted Tm in Fig. 1 as a function of the

dipole moment m. The corresponding plot is shown in Fig. 2.

The figure shows a strong correlation between the melting

temperatures and QT. Contrary to the dipole moment case, the

models exhibit large differences in their QT values. The

sensitivity of Tm to the quadrupole moment is evident. In

Fig. 2 we have also depicted the experimental gas phase value

for QT.
19 It can be seen that models approaching the experi-

mental melting temperature of ice Ih carry a quadrupole

moment similar to the experimental value for the isolated

molecule (notice that ab initio calculations indicate that the

quadrupole moment in the liquid phase is equal20 or moder-

ately larger21,22 than in the gas phase). Fig. 2 shows that the

larger the differences from the experimental QT, the larger are

the departures from the experimental Tm. In other words, the

ice Ih melting temperature gives a strong indication of the

possible values of the effective QT in three-charge water

models. It may be argued that not all the water properties

can be reproduced by the water models, and, thus, that one

should sacrifice some of them at a certain degree. But a

departure from the experimental melting temperature exceed-

ing 100 K (as in TIP3P) or even around 60–80 K (as in SPC

and SPC/E) seems too large. Especially, when there is not a

clear counterpart, i.e. when there are not significant improve-

ments in other properties with respect to models providing a

more or less reasonable Tm. Besides, the quadrupole moment

is not just one more of the many properties to be accounted for

by a water model. It is well known that variations in the dipole

and quadrupole moment may have a serious influence on the

structural/dielectric properties of simple charged models.23–25

In the case of water, the same has been demonstrated by

Carnie and Patey16 using a simple model made of hard spheres

with embedded dipoles and quadrupoles. Moreover, it has

recently been reported that the structure of the different ice

polymorphs seem to be sensitive to the details of the molecular

models.26 In summary, the poor results for the melting tem-

perature of ice Ih and the departures from the experimental

quadrupole moment indicate that the quadrupole forces are

not adequately represented in some water models. This throws

some doubt on the generalized use of such models except in

problems where the ability of the model to reproduce the

experimental results has been explicitly demonstrated.

Since eqn (3) indicates that QT does not depend on dOM, it

may seem at first contradictory that the poor results of SPC,

SPC/E and TIP3P (for which dOM = 0) are attributed to their

QT values. This is a consequence of the fact that all the models

have similar m. To clarify this point let us we substitute qH in

eqn (3) from its value in eqn (1). Then, it may be seen that QT

is related to the dipole moment through

QT ¼
3ðdOH sinyÞ2

4ðdOH cosy� dOMÞ
m ð5Þ

If m is approximately constant (as in the models of this work)

and the geometric parameters dOH and y are fixed, QT depends

only on the distance dOM. Low values of dOM result in low

quadrupole moments. In this way, the correlation found

between the melting temperatures and the quadrupole mo-

ments may also be extended to dOM. In particular, as dOM = 0

for TIP3P, this model has a very low value of the quadrupole

moment and, thus, a low Tm. SPC and SPC/E also have dOM

= 0 but, since the bond length and angle in these models are

larger than those for TIP3P, the quadrupole moments of SPC

Fig. 2 Melting temperature of ice Ih at 0.1 MPa for three-charge

models as a function of QT.
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and SPC/E are somewhat larger than the TIP3P values. This is

the reason why the melting temperatures yielded by SPC and

SPC/E are higher than the TIP3P prediction (though still too

low). Eqn (5) and Fig. 2 indicate clearly that the substantial

increase of the melting temperature in TIP4P-like models with

respect to three-site models is due to the shift of the M site

from the oxygen position towards the hydrogens which

(at constant m) results in considerably larger quadrupole

moments.

Data in Fig. 2 cannot appear completely aligned because the

models have different Lennard-Jones parameters (e and s) and
slightly different dipole moments as well. We have attempted

to separate the different contributions by fitting the melting

temperatures to the following expression

Tm ’T0 þ Teðe=kB � eref=kBÞ þ Tsðs� srefÞ

þ Tmðm� mrefÞ þ TQT
ðQT �Qref

T Þ;
ð6Þ

where the quantities carrying the superscript ref are the

parameters of a reference water model for which we used

TIP4P/2005. Accordingly, the fitting parameter T0 is quite

close to the melting temperature for this model. The coeffi-

cients Tx and the predicted melting temperatures are given in

Table 1. The deviations of the fitted values with respect to the

simulated data are within the estimated uncertainties of the

latter. Besides, it should be noticed that the coefficients Te and

Ts are similar to the reported values of the derivatives of the

melting temperature with respect to e and s for TIP4P.27

Although the dependence of Tm on m and QT cannot be

completely separated—qT and m are coupled through eqn

(5)—the coefficients Tm and TQT give an approximate idea of

the relative influence of the dipole and quadrupole moments.

The fact that TQt doubles Tm confirms the large influence of

the quadrupole moment on the melting temperature of the

three-charge water models.

Several papers have shown the importance of quadrupolar

forces in water.16,28–30 Also, several water models have em-

phasized the importance of the quadrupole moment.31,32 But a

direct demonstration of their effects in an experimental prop-

erty has not yet been reported. It is known that the dielectric

constant of water is quite sensitive to the quadrupole mo-

ment.16,17 However, the effects of the quadrupole is opposite

to that of the dipole so that similar dielectric constants may be

obtained with different balances between dipole and quadru-

pole moments. In this work we show that the melting tem-

perature of ice Ih increases with both the dipole and the

quadrupole moments. Since the more popular three-charge

water models show very similar dipole moments, the melting

temperature provides an unambiguous link between the

strength of the quadrupolar forces and experiment. We con-

clude that, in order to yield acceptable predictions for the ice

Ih melting temperature, the effective quadrupole moment of

these types of model should be of the same order as the

experimental value for the gas phase and models not fulfilling

this condition are not able to reproduce with a minimum

accuracy the experimental melting temperature of hexagonal

ice. Thus, the failure of certain models to account for this

property is a consequence of their low quadrupole moments

which, in turn, is a consequence of placing the negatively

charged site at the oxygen atom.
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